Independent Specialty Signage, Inc.

Quality
Customer Service
Lead Times
Support
simplifying signage

Independent Specialty Signage, Inc. (ISS), knows that
signage is more than an afterthought. We work with our
clients to craft signs that add to the design.
It starts with a simple request for quote (rfq). Send us what you have and
chances are we will get you what you need. With our vast array of
products, our goal is to meet spec every time and provide you with a
quote within 24 hours.

Why Choose ISS?


WE WILL MEET SPEC.



TOP NOTCH QUALITY.



HIGH LEVEL CUSTOMER SERVICE.



YEARS OF ADA EXPERIENCE.



MULTIPLE PRODUCT LINES.



THOUSANDS OF COLOR OPTIONS.



FAIR PRICING.



LIFETIME WARRANTY**.



POST PRODUCTION SUPPORT.



CUSTOMIZED DESIGN DRAWINGS.

Next up, custom design (shop) drawings. Let’s see what it looks like on
paper first. We will add our comments if we see something that may
pose a problem such as; color contrast, code, or anything else. If you do
not like it, don’t worry, we will update your drawings until you are
completely satisfied.
Finally, it is time for production. Send us your final ok, along with color
choices, and the production team will produce your top quality signage
in no time. Then it is time for your next project.

flexible solutions for your business needs
MEETING THE SPECIFICATIONS
At ISS we strive to meet spec every time. This is achievable in a high

**please refer to warranty for terms

percentage of cases, unless a product is specified that is proprietary to
another sign company. Thankfully, in those instances we are most always
able to provide an alternative product or modular system that will be very
close to the design intended.
This gives you an opportunity to clarify your bid while still presenting an
option to the GC or Architect. We realize the importance of meeting spec
as much as possible. The architect has specified a certain material,
process or system for a reason and we will always attempt to honor the
specification for each individual job we quote.
When we do offer a substitution it will be of equal or greater quality to
the product that was intended to be provided. We will never try to
substitute a lesser product unless we are asked to do so. You can always
be comfortable that ISS will quote per spec, or clarify any areas that do
not, so you can make an informed decision.

simplifying signage

The Thermoformed process creates the most sustainable signage
on the market today. An ADA option for interior and exterior
applications. Manufactured with high quality impact modified
acrylic, these signs offer superior durability and design flexibility.
The thermoforming process produces remarkably sharp graphic
details that can withstand even the most demanding
environments.

Thermoformed


WE WILL MEET SPEC.



TOP NOTCH QUALITY.



HIGH LEVEL CUSTOMER SERVICE.



YEARS OF ADA EXPERIENCE.



MULTIPLE PRODUCT LINES.



THOUSANDS OF COLOR OPTIONS.



FAIR PRICING.



LIFETIME WARRANTY**.



POST PRODUCTION SUPPORT.



CUSTOMIZED DESIGN DRAWINGS.

**please refer to warranty for terms

simplifying signage

The design elements are incorporated seamlessly into a single
sheet of material to produce a high performance, one-piece sign
with integral domed Braille that complies with all ADA code
requirements

flexible solutions for your business needs
Choose from a variety of material, styles, and finish options to
customize your design package and fit your unique signage
needs!


Available in Natural, Surface, or Sub-surface Painted



Optional Surface textures



Limitless color combinations**



Superior Durability



ADA Compliant



One-piece construction



Grade 2 Domed Braille



Class A Fire Rated



100% Post Consumer Recycled alternative

The Sand Etched process creates a one-piece sustainable sign that
is durable under a variety of high-traffic conditions. Manufactured
from sturdy MP phenolic material, these signs offer a long lasting
option for all types of facilities. The etching process produces a
sign with integral characters & braille which is highly resistant to
vandalism.

Sand Etched


WE WILL MEET SPEC.



TOP NOTCH QUALITY.



HIGH LEVEL CUSTOMER SERVICE.



YEARS OF ADA EXPERIENCE.



MULTIPLE PRODUCT LINES.



THOUSANDS OF COLOR OPTIONS.



FAIR PRICING.



LIFETIME WARRANTY**.



POST PRODUCTION SUPPORT.



CUSTOMIZED DESIGN DRAWINGS.
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simplifying signage

Sand etched signs are Green Guard certified & can satisfy architects that are looking for a solution for their LEED requirements.
Sand Etched signs are also Class “A” fire rated as a selfextinguishing product. These features make Sand Etched a perfect
answer to a variety of needs and applications.

flexible solutions for your business needs
Choose from a variety of material, styles, and finish options to
customize your design package and fit your unique signage
needs!


Available in virtually any size and shape



Easily maintained



Limitless background color combinations



Superior Durability



ADA Compliant



One-piece construction



Grade 2 Domed Braille



Class A Fire Rated



Pre-Consumer Recycled Features

The Acrylic processes are the most economical and basic solutions
for ADA compliant signage. Manufactured with UV stable,
colorfast acrylic, these signs are suitable for interior and exterior
applications.
The Applied process utilizes sate-of-the-art computer precision
engraving to produce raised characters and graphics. The Braille is
embedded directly into the sign face using the patented Raster
Braille process.

Acrylic inlaid and applied


WE WILL MEET SPEC.



TOP NOTCH QUALITY.



HIGH LEVEL CUSTOMER SERVICE.



YEARS OF ADA EXPERIENCE.



MULTIPLE PRODUCT LINES.



THOUSANDS OF COLOR OPTIONS.



FAIR PRICING.



LIFETIME WARRANTY**.



POST PRODUCTION SUPPORT.



CUSTOMIZED DESIGN DRAWINGS.
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simplifying signage

The Inlaid process utilizes the same technology to produce raised
characters and graphics which are then embedded into the surface
through an additional process to offer superior vandal resistance.
The Braille is embedded directly int0 the sign face using the
patented Raster Braille process.

flexible solutions for your business needs
Choose from a variety of material, styles, and finish options to
customize your design package and fit your unique signage
needs!


UV stable and colorfast acrylic



Easily maintained



Standard Gemini and custom back painted colors



Superior Durability



ADA Compliant



Short lead times



Grade 2 Domed Braille



Affordable pricing



Exterior and Interior applications

CUSTOMER SERVICE
QUALITY
SUPPORT

Whether you are designing a new building, or
doing a simple office remodel, we want t0 be there
to help. Providing you quality signage, excellent
customer support, and most importantly the
product you need. With our wide range of product
lines, and thousands of color combination options,
chances are we have what you need and what is
specified, all at an affordable price.

Please contact us for more information.

Darryl Baldwin
518-698-5657

Jason Latza
661-992-8341

Simplifying signage

Independent Specialty Signage, Inc.
147 Wallins Corners Rd. #3
Amsterdam, NY 12010
518.698.5657 or 661.992.8341 p
518.684.9272 fax
www.chooseiss.com.

